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Résumé

Dans un dispositif de production de combustible fissile installé dans
un accélérateur linéaire, les interruptions de faisceau doivent être minimales.
Des études ont été effectuées dans une colonne d'accélération de 750 kV en courant
continu pour mieux comprendre les défaillances induites par faisceaux. Ces étu-
des ont montré que le temps maximal s'écoulant entre les "arcdowns" dépend dans une
large mesure de la tension totale de service et du courant. Le dépendance de la
tension pour la gamme 650-750 kV s'exprime par V~n où n "v» 2-3. Dans la même gam-
me de tension le temps écoulé entre les "arcdowns" décroît exponentiellement avec
le courant. On a constaté que pour une tension et un courant déterminés, un cer-
tain nombre de paramètres associés à la colonne et à ses conditions de fonctionne-
ment influent sur la fréquence des "arcdowns".
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ABSTRACT

In a fissile fuel breeder based on a linear accelerator,

beam interruptions must be kept to a minimum. On a 750 kV dc

accelerating column, beam-induced breakdown studies show a

strong dependence of the maximum time between arcdowns on

the total operating voltage and on the current. The dependence

on voltage for the range 650-750 kV scales as V~n where

n ^ 2-3. In the same voltage range the time between arcdowns

falls off exponentially with current. For a fixed voltage

and current a number of parameters associated with the column

and its operating conditions have been found to influence the

arcdown frequency.
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VOLTAGE BREAKDOWN STUDIES ON A 750 kV

HIGH CURRENT DC ACCELERATING COLUMN

J. Ungrin

1. INTRODUCTION

Accelerator-produced fissile fuel may be an

important element in future energy systems. Present

estimates indicate that a 1 GeV proton accelerator with

an average beam current of 300 niA could produce fissile

fuel via the spallation process at a viable cost

(Bartholomew et al., 1978; Schriber et al., 1977).

Such an accelerator would have to operate at 100% duty

factor with a high degree of reliability.

The huge thermal load produced by the accelerator

beam in the spallation target (̂  1200 MW for 1 GeV, 300

mA, when fast fission effects are included) and the high

degree of beam loading of the accelerator structures both

make high reliability of the accelerator a necessity.

Interruptions of the beam for time periods as short as

several seconds may be intolerable if they occur more

often than 2 or 3 times a day.

The linear accelerator is presently believed to

hold the greatest promise for achieving the beam current

and energy required for fissile fuel breeding {Schriber

et al., 1977; Grand, 1978). Existing proton

linear accelerators employ a high voltage injector,

typically operated at 750 kV, as their first stage. High

voltage breakdowns of the injector accelerating columns

are one of the major causes of beam interruptions in the

accelerators, particularly when beam current and duty

cycle are increased (McConnell et al., 1976).



A 750 kV de injector column has been operating

at the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories for several

years. This report describes a number of experiments

carried out to identify factors influencing column

reliability.

2. ACCELERATION COLUMN DESCRIPTION

An overall view of the doubly re-entrant

accelerating column cross section is shown in Fig. 1.

The 1.57 m long SF, vessel which extends from the positive
D

750 kV high voltage dome to the Faraday cage wall is at a

height of about 4.5 m above the cage floor.

Three different electrode geometries have been

tested in the same ceramic column. Previous publications

described the electrodes initially used and the column

hardware in detail (Ormrod et al., 1972), and the operation

with beam currents up to 40 mA (Ungrin et al., 1976).

For ease of comparison all three electrode geometries will

be described here.

A detailed cross section of the original electrode

design used in the injector is shown in Fig. 2. The

ceramic vacuum vessel consists of seventeen 96% A L O

(AD96) rings interleaved with flat plates of Ti6A14V and

bonded with polyvinyl acetate. The ceramic rings are

right circular cylinders 534 mm OD x 458 mm ID and 32 mm

high with a 6 mm square cutaway on both internal edges.

Fifteen of the ceramics hold off 50 kV while the last

two, which form part of an electron suppression voltage

trap, hold off only 5-10 kV. This ceramic vessel has

been used for all the experiments being reported.



All of the electrodes in the vacuum vessel in

Fig. 2 are manufactured from Ti6A14V. On the beam axis

a Pierce potential distribution (Pierce, 1954), designed

for the space charge equivalent to 120 mA of zero

emittance proton beam, is used for the first 200 kv. This

is followed by a uniform 3.1 Mv/m electric field gradient

for the remainder of the column. The extraction electrode

is powered by a separate voltage supply that is loeated

in the high voltage dome. A power supply at ground

potential holds the penultimate electron suppression

electrode at -6 kV.

The insulators in an accelerating column must be

shielded from the beam to avoid charge build-up due to

photoelectric events or scattered electrons and ions.

This requirement often introduces rather complex

electrode geometry and can result in a large electric

field enhancement. At the time of the design of the

geometry shown in Fig. 2 no detailed electrostatics

modeling capability existed at CRNL. A modified SLAC

electron gun computer code (Hermannsfeldt, 1973) has

since become available and has been used to analyze this

geometry. Figure 3 shows a plot of the equipotential

distributions calculated with this code. To maintain

sufficient resolution for the complicated geometry and

available computer core size, each accelerating gap is

analyzed separately? the plot shown is a composite of

nine separate calculations. The equipotential line

spacing is 5 kV (starting from the higher voltage

electrode). Field enhancements are calculated by the

code and are used to determine sparking probabilities

as compared to the Kilpatrick criterion (Kilpatrick, 1957).

These calculations are discussed in the next section.



The second electrode geometry used in the

injector is shown in cross section in Fig. 4. This

geometry differs from the first mainly in the number of

electrodes and the gap voltages near the column axis.

Three 200 kV gaps are used as compared to six 100 kV

gaps in the original version. This change was produced

by removing three electrodes from the original column.

A number of additional electrode changes were necessary

to continue providing shielding of the insulators. These

new electrodes were fabricated from type 304 stainless

steel. The effects of these geometry and material

changes are discussed later. The equipotential plots

corresponding to this column geometry are shown in the

composite Fig. 5. Equipotential lines are again spaced

at 5 kV intervals.

The final electrode geometry used is shown in

cross section in Fig. 6. The accelerating region has

been increased in length by 50% by decreasing the length

of the ion source container. Apart from the extraction

electrode region, which is the same as in the previous

two columns, a uniform electric field gradient of 2.1 MV/m

is used on axis. As in the case of Fig. 4, three 200 kV

accelerating gaps are used. The flat electrode at 650 kV

potential (located two insulator lengths from the ion

source end of the column) is made of 5 mm thick molybdenum

alloy TZM to provide additional radiation shielding for

the ceramic insulators. Also made of this alloy are the

central regions of the next two downstream electrodes.

The remaining new electrodes are manufactured from type

304 stainless steel. The final three electrodes which

form the electron trap are retained from the initial

geometry. The equipotential distributions for this

column are shown in a composite plot in Fig. 7.



3. HIGH VOLTAGE PERFORMANCE

High voltage performance of all three column

geometries without beam has presented no problems. Apart

from the initial conditioning period after exposure to

atmosphere for column or beam line modifications, arc-

down rates at the design voltage of 750 kv are less than

1 per 8 hours. As suggested by experience at the

Los Alamos LAMPF injectors (McConnell et al., 1976) argon

is used for column venting. Operation at 7 50 kV is

normally possible within two hours after any vacuum

system changes.

A standard criterion that can be used to estimate

voltage breakdown probabilities has been developed by

Kilpatrick (Kilpatrick, 1957). This criterion relates to

the electric field at cathode surfaces. Field enhance-

ment due to non-planar electrodes must be taken into

account and can be approximated for a number of simple

geometries by using, for instance, the equations and

figures of Hopkins (Hopkins, 1976). For the complex

geometries involved in the injector column the electric

field enhancement factors have been extracted from the

computer calculations. For the geometry shown in Fig. 2,

the Kilpatrick criterion is exceeded by 30-40% on the

hoops on the upstream surfaces of the 450 kV and 350 kv

electrodes (six and eight insulators, respectively, from

the high voltage end). Inspection of the electrodes

after an initial operating period indicated some sparking

had occurred in these regions and stress-reducing hoops

of 12.5 mm minor diameter were added to the electrode

projections to reduce the electric field to ^ 10% above

the Kilpatrick criterion. For electrode geometries two

and three the computer code was used to minimize field



enhancement, and all electric fields are at least 25%

below the Kilpatrick criterion. No large differences

in the voltage; performance of the columns have been seen

in the range 1.4 to 0.8 times the Kilpatrick criterion.

4. BEAM-INDUCED BREAKDOWN PROBLEMS

4.1 Scope of Problem

The existence of an ion beam in an accelerating

column introduces a large number of complicated processes.

Positively and negatively charged ions are formed or

scattered, electrons are produced, and photons from the

thermal to the MeV range are produced. Added to the

well-known photoelectric and secondary emission insulator

charging problems (Powell, 1976; Henke et al., 1977) are

such processes as electron- and photon-induced outgassing

(Drinkwine et al., 1976). Neither the total list nor the

absolute order of importance of the processes involved

in causing high voltage breakdowns of accelerating columns

is yet known.

The arcdown rate on the injector column is found

to vary with the state of the column conditioning (i.e.

recent history) and with the geometry of the ion source.

One statistic that averages short-term influences and

particular experimental situations is the maximum time

between arcdowns as recorded over many months of operation.

This record is plotted in Fig. S as a function of voltage

and current. A rapid decrease in run length with both

voltage and current is seen as well as a roughly linear

decrease of run lengths with voltage for a given current.

The deviation in slope of the 20 mA line from the general

trend is probably due to the fact that many experiments



have been carried out at 750 kV, 20 mA, and therefore

the chances of a longer run are greater. It should be

noted that while the columns will withstand 800 kV for

up to 8 hours without beam, the maximum time between arc-

downs at 40 mA is less than two hours even at 650 kV.

The average breakdown rate at 20 mA has been

used to determine the importance of various geometry and

material changes in the column. Two different distributions

of the breakdown patterns which yield such an average

have been observed and are shown in Fig. 9. The number

of events that survive a particular time period are shown

for two different experimental situations. Both curves

are for 750 keV, 20 mA operation. The upper distribution,

which is the more coimonly observed of the two, shows a

random breakdown rate with a "half-life" of ^ 30 minutes

while the lower curve shows a more rapid drop-off after

^ 30 minutes. A breakdown distribution similar to that

shown in the lower curve is normally seen on the 300 kV

FINS accelerator where the primary breakdown problem is

insulator flashover (Hepburn et al., 1979). One possible

explanation is that this distribution arises from the

superposition of a peaked distribution produced by insulator

charging and subsequent flashover on the random breakdown

curve. On the injector it has not yet been possible to

correlate the two distributions with specific operating

conditions. The influence of various parameters on the

breakdown rate are discussed below.

4.2 Beam Current Dependence

The data of Fig. 8 are plotted in Fig. 10 to

show the maximum time between breakdowns as a function of

beam current. Data are plotted for both 650 and 750 kV.

The operating time for beams > 35 mA is a small portion of



the total and, therefore, the points at high beam currents

may be unfairly biased towards lower time values.

The straight lines drawn on the graph are visual

fits to the data, but an exponential dependence of

maximum run length with current is clearly indicated.

Increased beam current has an effect on a large

number of parameters. Beam spill is generally greater

as is the intensity of the radiation field and the column

gas pressure. Beam emittance and size from the ion

source will also generally be greater as will be the

proton fraction. It has not been possible to untangle

the complex inter-relationship of all these parameters

to produce a one-to-one correspondence between decreased

reliability and any one or group of distinct parameters.

4.3 Voltage Dependence

4.3.1 Total_Voltage

A strong dependence of maximum time between break-

downs on column voltage is seen in Figs. 8 and 10. Depending

on beam current, the i> 15% voltage drop from 750 kv to

650 kV results in an increase of a factor of two to four in

the maximum length of run. Associated with a change in

operating voltage is the energy and intensity of x-radiation

produced by backstreaming electrons, and the focusing of

the beam from the ion source extraction electrode assembly.

For a 20 mA beam current the radiation level at 750 kV is

^ 1.6 times the level at 650 kV. This effect while

significant is not in itself sufficient to account for t

large dependence on voltage seen.



4.3.2 Accelerating Gradient

Changing the total voltage on an accelerating

column also alters the accelerating gradient. For a

given electrode geometry it is not possible to separate

the two effects. The column geometry shown in Fig. 6 is

designed for a 2.1 MV/m electric field gradient in the

accelerating region as opposed to a 3.1 MV/m gradient in

the original geometry shown in Fig. 2. This lower

accelerating gradient could be achieved by operating the

original column at 500 kv. Extrapolating the results

from Fig. 8 to 500 kV predicts an improvement by a factor

of three to five in operating reliability if the gradient

is the determining factor.

Operation with the 2.1 MV/m gradient column at

750 kV has in fact been found to be more reliable than

with the original column. The improvement in maximum

time between breakdowns up to 35 mA, however, is only

•v- 30-40%. This improvement, while significant, is far

less than predicted from the extrapolation above and

indicates that accelerating gradient is not a critical

parameter in column design for gradients up to 3 MV/m.

It should be noted that improvements in the

adherence to the Kilpatrick criterion have been made in

the design shown in Fig. 6 and that, this together with

the improved shielding provided to the ceramics by the

thicker electrodes in this design, may be sufficient to

explain all of the improvement in reliability observed.

The voltage gradient along the ceramic insulators

has remained unchanged for the two geometries shown in

Figs. 2 and 6. Although very little physical evidence

exists of breakdowns across the ceramics, this gradient
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may be important. The hardware changes necessary to

change this gradient and the cost involved are significant,

and no attempt hat: yet been made to vary the insulator

gradient at full voltage,

4.3.3 Çonditioning__Volta2e

A standard procedure for accelerating columns is

to "condition" the accelerating column to some level above

the operating level before accelerating beam. This upper

level is generally the supply voltage limit. In the

present case, this limit has been ^ 780 kv which is only

30 kV above the 750 kv operating level but 130 kv above

650 kV. To test the importance of this factor, the power

supply was altered to allow operation up to 820 kV. After

"conditioning" at this level for ^ 10 hours the column

was operated at 750 kV with 20 mA beams. No change in the

reliability was seen. Over-voltage conditioning is there-

fore not a significant factor in the higher reliability

seen at 650 vs 750 kV.

4.3.4

A large body of data exists on the dependence of

voltage breakdown on gap voltage in the absence of beam

(Hawley and Maitland, 1967; Alston, 1968). The importance

of this variable in the presence of beam has not been

fully investigated.

The choice of 100 kV gaps in the original column

design of Fig. 2 was chosen as a compromise of a number

of requirements (Ormrod et al., 1972). This design is

similar to the one used for the H injector at LAMPF

(Emigh et al., 1970) where, after several years of

operation, the column geometry of this pulsed injector

was changed to one with 50 kV gaps with beneficial results
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(McConneli et al., 1976). To assess the importance of

accelerating gap voltage on dc columns, three electrodes

were removed from the original column to produce the

200 kV gap geometry shown in Fig. 4. A number of

additional changes were made to continue providing

adequate shielding of the ceramics from x-rays.

Operation with three 200 kV gaps as compared with

six 100 kV gaps showed very little difference in

reliability. The 200 kV gap geometry was <\/ 10% more

reliable but most of this improvement is believed to be

due to improved ceramic shielding and better adherence

to the Kilpatrick criterion. For dc beam gap voltage

is not believed, therefore, to be a critical parameter.

In summary, the single most important voltage

parameter determining reliability is the total voltage

on the column. The breakdown rates scale as V where

n <v 2-3 for the range investigated. Gap voltage and the

accelerating field gradient do not appear to be critical

parameters.

4.4 Column Drain Current

A chain of resistors is used along the accelerating

column to define the potentials of the electrodes. The

resistors which are shown schematically in Fig. 1 are

mounted outside the SF, vessel.
o

For dc operation, beam spill onto the electrodes

can produce additional current drain along the resistor

chain and can, therefore, distort the potential distributions.

This situation is different from the case for pulsed beams

that are extracted from most injectors in that there the
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inter-electrode capacitance will usually be sufficient

to absorb significant beam spill without changing the

gap voltage appreciablyo The current drawn by the

resistor chain for a dc case must be large enough that

the changes produced by intercepted beam are small.

The current drain initially used on the columns

was 0.5 mA. The voltage divider chain consisted of four

separate chains of 400 M£2 resistors in parallel. Two of

thess chains were removed to reduce the drain to 0.25 mA

and to determine the effect of this change on accelerator

reliability. In a series of runs at 25 mA no change in

reliability was seen for these drain currents which

respectively represent 2% and 1% of the beam current.

In a second experiment the voltage divider current

was increased to 2.25 mA by the addition in parallel of

ten 20 MS] resistors to the chain. No difference in

reliability of operation at 10 inA for drain currents of

0.25 mA or 2.25 mA was seen.

We may conclude that sufficient secondary

electrons are generated even by very small beam

spills onto the electrodes to cause voltage breakdown of

the column. The total column drain current is monitored

and it is estimated that beam spills of the order of 20 uA

at 20 mA operation (i.e. ̂  0.1%) can trigger breakdown.

4.5 Electrode Materials

High voltage experiments at CERN (Huguenin and

Dubois, 1965) with titanium electrodes indicated that the

alloy Ti6A14V was an excellent material for accelerating

columns. Most injector columns built since those experi-

ments have used this alloy.
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The gas pumping properties of titanium and the

formation of hydrides are well known, and while no

investigation has been made of the alloy Ti6A14v, a

similar behaviour is expected. Some question exists,

therefore, about the use of titanium as the electrode

material for columns accelerating hydrogen ions where a

relatively high background pressure of neutral hydrogen

exists as a result of streaming from the ion source.

Large outgassing bursts have been observed elsewhere from

titanium electrodes which have intercepted hydrogen ion

beams (Morgan, 1976) and some flaking believed due to the

formation of low density titanium hydride has been seen

on the extraction electrodes of our columns.

The effect of backstreaming electron bombardment

on various materials was tested on a 100 kV test column.

Figure 11 shows a cross section of the column which con-

sisted of three 25 cm internal diameter by 8.5 cm high

alumina cylinders epoxy bonded to flat electrode plates.

The gradient along the outside ceramic surface was low

enough to allow operation in air. The test gap consisted

of two 8 cm diameter discs spaced to reproduce the 3.1 MV/m

gradient geometry of the column shown in Fig. 2. A hot

wire electron emitter was mounted in a 2 cm diameter

aperture in the lower disc; an adjustable electron current

could be accelerated across the 100 kV gap and would

strike the upper disc. Stainless steel hoops were used

to shield the ceramics from x-radiation and scattered

electrons, and a turbomolecular pump was used to maintain

a vacuum in the test chamber.

With no emission from the filament the test gap

would withstand 100 kV for hours without a breakdown.
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With titanium electrodes and a 50 uA electron current,

breakdowns were triggered within 10 minutes. Electron

currents of 500 yA triggered breakdown in less than

1 minute. Tests were carried out with molybdenum,

stainless steel type 304, nickel-plated copper, nickel-

plated titanium, copper, and titanium electrodes. With

all the materials tested, discharges could be triggered.

The order of resistance to breakdown is as listed with

molybdenum being the most resistant and titanium the

least. All test electrodes were degreased and cleaned

with alcohol in the same manner as are electrodes in the

accelerating column.

An attempt was made to correlate the titanium

breakdown rate with outgassing. The upper electrode was

heated for several minutes with ^ 1 mA of beam and was

then allowed to cool in a hydrogen or air atmosphere.

No consistent correlation could be found.

The breakdown mechanism and time scale for break-

down by ion as opposed to electron bombardment may be

somewhat different. However, the susceptibility to

breakdown is probably similar for any particular material.

Molybdenum in addition to being a good voltage stand-off

material, provides good shielding of insulators from

x-rays owing to its relatively high atomic number (42 vs 22

for titanium) and high density (10.2 g-cm ). It has

been incorporated into the third column design used

(Fig. 6). The extraction electrode and other components

that require significant machining have been made of

stainless steel type 304.

The use of these materials rather than Ti6Al4v

has not produced a drastic change in column reliability.
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As indicated above, the third geometry tested is more

reliable than the first, but not by the anticipated factor

of two or greater. The choice of material for electrodes,

while important, does not appear to be a critical one.

4.6 Column Gas Pressure

Typical ion sources on proton injector columns

consume 1-5 cm (S.T.P.) of gas per minute and are

20-40% efficient. The large gas load of neutral atoms

which exists in the column can be ionized by beam-

producing backstreaming electrons and ions. Work on the

pulsed injector column at KEK (Fukumoto and Takano, 1976)

and preliminary measurements at LAMPF (van Dyck and Dunn,

1977) , however, show a reduction in column breakdown

rate with increasing gas pressure. This behaviour is

observed to some extent also in tandem accelerators where

gas is fed into the accelerating tubes to improve

performance.

Two nominal 1000 L/s ion pumps are used to pump

our dc accelerating column (Fig. 1). Operation with only

one of these pumps, which will increase the background

pressure by a factor approaching two, increases the arc-

down rate. Some limited operation was attempted with

both ion pumps off, and pumping provided only by beam line

pumping, but the arcdown rate was found to be greatly

increased. Connected with an increase in the column

pressure is an increase in the radiation fields near the

column. The deleterious effect of this radiation on

high current dc operation overwhelms any high voltage

stand-off improvement produced by the gas.
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4.7 Electrode Apertures

The beam aperture size in the column electrodes

is chosen as a compromise of a number of considerations.

A large aperture decreases! the chances of beam inter-

ception and increases gas conductance thereby improving

the vacuum pressure. Too large an aperture on the other

hand may lead to field distortion in the accelerating

region and allows backstreaming electrons to travel the

full length of the column thereby increasing the number

and the energy of x-rays produced and increasing the

damage to ion source components.

For the column shown in Fig. 2, the extraction

electrode aperture was 16 mm and the apertures of all

downstream electrodes was initially 20 mm. Examination

of the electrodes after about 1 year of operation showed

some spark damage in an annulus of about 3 mm thickness

around the aperture edge. The apertures of electrodes

4 to 9 (counting the extraction electrode as number 1)

were increased to 26 mm and that of the final electrode

to 30 mm. No difference was observed on the reliability.

During a subsequent series of alterations on the column

a tapered set of apertures was tried with the aperture

for electrode 3 increased to 26 mm, for electrodes 4, 5

and 6 increased to 35 mm and for electrodes 7, 8, 9 and

10 increased to 40 mm. Again no change in reliability

was seen. The present column geometry shown in Fig. 6

uses a 16 mm extraction electrode aperture, 25 mm

apertures in the molybdenum electrodes and retains the

40 mm apertures in the electrodes forming the backstreaming

electron trap.
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4.8 Ion Source Parameters

The influence of two inter-related parameters,

the ion source plasma aperture size and the coil current,

on breakdown rate has been discussed previously (Ungrin

et al., 1976) and is repeated briefly here for complete-

ness. The breakdown rate at 700 kv, 20 mA is a factor

of 2.5 greater for the beam from a 8 mm diameter plasma

aperture source (with high coil current) than for the beam

from an 11 mm diameter source (with low coil current).

Furthermore, with an 11 mm aperture the 20 mA arcdown

rate can be increased by a factor of ^ 1.8 by operating

with a high coil current. No satisfactory explanation

has yet been found for this variation of reliability

with source conditions. Experiments on various ion

source geometries continue.

4.9 Extraction Electrode

The extraction electrode (see Fig. 2 or 6), whose

voltage is controlled by an independent power supply in

the high voltage dome, determines the electric field

shape and magnitude in the critical beam-plasma area at

the source. The next downstream electrode is held at a

fixed voltage (650 kV during 750 kV operation) and there-

fore by varying the potential of the extraction electrode

an electrostatic lens of variable strength is available

to tailor the beam shape to minimize spill on downstream

electrodes.

The extraction electrode and ion source container

were designed to provide a Pierce gradient (Pierce, 1954)

appropriate for the space charge of a uniform density,

120 mA,zero emittance proton beam from a 14 mm diameter

source. For these ideal conditions, which are in fact

never achieved, the design voltage for the electrode
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is -50 kV (relative to the ion source). Problems were

encountered with electrical feedthrough breakdowns at

50 kV and the electrode was moved closer to the ion

source to a position corresponding to the "ideal" 35 kV

equipotential.

For a given beam current and ion source plasma

aperture a scan of the extraction electrode voltage

yields a smooth variation of x-radiation intensity near

the column with a single minimum which corresponds to

least beam spill and most reliable operation. This

operating minimum is reliably reproducible over a long

period of time and has been used to assure that similar

beam conditions have been used in determining the effects

of such parameters as column drain current and electrode

aperture size on reliability.

An improvement in beam quality and a reduction

in beam spill may be possible if the optics in the first

2-5 mm of the accelerating region can be analyzed. For

this purpose an attempt has been made to reproduce the

observed dependence of beam spill on extraction voltage

and current using the beam-plasma simulation code AXCEL

(Whitson et al., 1978). It must be recalled, however,

that the changes observed correspond to changes in only

0.05% of the beam. Because of the problem of a non-uniform

density distribution in a duoplasmatron expansion cup

only a crude reproduction of the observations has been

possible. Improvements are being made to the computer

code to allow better modeling of the beam plasma region.

An extraction electrode design has been tried

which deviates from the original Pierce geometry and

produces a higher gradient on axis near the ion source
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aperture. Such an approach has been used at Los Alamos

(Stevens et al., 1979) to produce improved performance.

The shape of the electrode was arrived at empirically by

extrapolation of the Pierce electrode geometry. The

beam spill as a function of voltage with the electrode

is found to exhibit two minima and beam turn-on has been

more difficult for beams greater than 20 mA. Further

design changes must await improvement in an understanding

of the plasma in the ion source expansion cup.

Some flaking and spark damage has been observed

on extraction electrodes made of Ti6A14V. Since the

region near the ion source is in the highest hydrogen

pressure region, hydride formation in the alloy was

suspected. The electrode was replaced with one made of

type 304 stainless steel. No evidence has been seen of

a similar behaviour with this material, however, neither

has a change been seen in reliability which indicates

that the flaking was not a major problem.

4.10 Radiation Field Effects

Electrons produced by beam impingement on

electrodes or by ionization of background gas are

accelerated upstream in the accelerating column and

produce radiation when they are stopped. Experiments with

an electron-emitting filament at ground potential on a

300 kV column showed that breakdowns of the column could

be induced with low intensity electron beams (Ungrin et al.,

1976a). Irradiation with radioactive sources which

reproduced the radiation intensity at the column insulators

failed to induce breakdowns, indicating that the very low

energy photons are of primary importance to the breakdown

mechanism.
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The effects of operating conditions on the

radiation intensity near the injector column are

monitored by a counter at a fixed location outside the

Faraday cage. For a given beam intensity and column

voltage, while conditions which minimize the radiation

intensity generally result in increased reliability, no

simple relationship between breakdown rates and radiation

intensity has been found. Changes in ion source geometry

which have resulted in a reduction of radiation intensity

by a factor of two have produced very little change in

the breakdown rate.

A NaI(T£) radiation detector and a multi-channel

pulse height analyzer have been used to monitor the

energy spectrum of the radiation in an attempt to correlate

breakdown rates with spectral distribution changes. No

significant change in the spectra observed at fixed

operating voltage has been observed.

Since the 0-1 keV portion of the bremsstrahlung

spectrum is primarily responsible for insulator charging

(Henke et al., 1977) and also probably for insulator

flashover, one reason for the lack of a simple correlation

between the breakdown rate and radiation intensity measured

is the failure to measure changes in this portion of the

energy spectrum. Intensity changes by an order of magnitude

or greater of the radiation at these energies may occur

inside the vacuum vessel but, because of the large shielding

effects of the thick ceramic walls and electrodes, no

significant changes are observed externally.

5. SUMMARY

Beam-induced breakdown studies on the 750 kV dc

accelerating column show a strong dependence of the
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maximum time between arcdowns on the total operating

voltage and current. The dependence on voltage for the

range 650-750 kV scales as V where n ^ 2-3 while for

current an exponential drop-off with current at fixed

voltage is seen. For a fixed voltage and current the

accelerating gap voltage and gradient and the conditioning

voltage are not found to have a large influence on

reliability. Beam spill of the order of 10-20 yA is

found to be sufficient to trigger arcdowns and the

extraction electrode geometry must be very carefully

chosen to minimize this spill. Ion source operating

conditions have a large effect on the column reliability.

A factor of greater than two in the arcdown rate has

been observed with changes in the ion source arc and

coil currents. Operating conditions that minimize

radiation fields lead to most reliable operation.
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Fig. 1 Cross-sectional view of injector accelerating column.
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Fig. 2 Details of 10 electrode 3.1 MV/m column.



Fig. 3 Equipotential distributions in 10 electrode 3.1 MV/m column.

Line spacing 5 kV.
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Fig. 4 Details of 7 electrode 3.1 MV/m column.
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Fig. 5 Equipotential distributions in 7 electrode 3.1 MV/m column.
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Fig. 6 Details of 7 electrode 2,1 MV/m column.



Fig. 7 Equipotential distribution in 7 electrode 2.1 MV/m column.
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Fig. 8 Maximum time between arcdowns as function of voltage and current.
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